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The first issue of The Aftertouch was welcomed by the KOAers with great
enthusiasm, which made all of us who worked on it proud of our accomplishment.
This month four more people joined the team and they will help us make this
magazine even better.
The third Kick Off 2 World Cup is history but it will be a long time before the
participants forget about it. If you weren't there, you missed more than a
tournament; you missed a great party that lasted three days and three nights. Alex
Brante undertook the difficult task of describing the event in a sizable article.
The Italian Gianluca Troiano disproved those who expected another AngloGreek battle for the title and won the champion's trophy. Naturally, he was the one
we chose for this month's interview.
Danne Johansson signs the preview of Kick Off 2004, the upcoming game by
Steve Screech and the KOA. Read about what we have seen so far and what we
expect to see in the future.
Most of you have seen the World's Rankings. You know that the better you do
in tournaments, the more points you get. But how many of you actually know how
the system works? We have prepared an article that will hopefully answer all your
questions.
If you are new to the KOA forums, you've probably come across some terms
that are unfamiliar to you. Pedro Quaresma tries (with a large dose of humor) to
explain the most common of them to you with the KOA's dictionary.
As always, in this issue you will also find the latest tournament news, plus a
review of a game from the 16-bit era. This time Nikos Andreou chose an Atari ST
title for you that shows how sheer playability can make you forget about graphics
and sound.
Alkis Polyrakis

Gianluca Troiano, the 2003 World Champion

Interview with Alkis Polyrakis
In the early 2nd century, Emperor Traiano decided to build the new port of Rome
in Centumcellae. On the port, he also built a fortress that was the defensive
stronghold of the entire Roman Empire. 19 centuries later, it was another Roman,
Emperor Gianluca Troiano, who built a different kind of fortress inside his penalty
box. The current stronghold proved to be as impregnable as the ancient one in the
face of his opponents.
Gianluca showed up in Dartford for the 1st world cup. He played very well and
only lost one game, the first semi-final against Mark Poelstra, which was enough to
cost him his place in the final. We had to wait two years before we saw him again in
an international tournament (he won two Italian gatherings in the meantime, in
Rome and Milan). He holds the KOA's record for consecutive victories, as after that
defeat to Mark it took him 25 matches to lose again (the 1st final in Milan).

AP: Hello Gianluca, and congratulations on your victory.
GT: Thanks. It was not an easy one, but I won in the end!
AP: What did you think of the first issue of The Aftertouch?
GT: Wonderful! All the people who worked to produce it have done a really
good job. I think it's an interesting project, so let's hope it will have a bright future.
AP: Please tell us a bit about yourself, how old are you, what do you do, when
did you get your first computer, when did you start playing Kick Off?
GT: I'm 24 years old and I'm only a few exams away from getting a degree in
computer science. I like to spend my free time writing short video games. My first
computer was a Commodore 16, at the age of four, and I still remember it! The year
after, I had the first love of my life, a Commodore 64! 1990 was the year I got an
Amiga 2000; my first games were Kick Off 2, Turrican 2 and Lotus Esprit Turbo
Challenge... that Amiga was love at first sight!! I started to play KO2 when I was 12,
and I played it almost every day! After Dartford, I never enjoyed it that much.
AP: What's the name of the joystick you're using?
GT: I really don't know... I bought it during the C64 era, many years ago; it's
probably a home-made joystick produced in Rome.
AP: How did you discover the KOA?
GT: I read a Kick Off 2002 preview by Filippo Della Bianca on a popular Italian
video games magazine.
AP: What's your opinion on the new Kick Off games? Have you ever played
Kick Off 2002?

GT: Yes, I played it for some time. It's an entertaining game, with the speed of
the old school video games; I noticed you can get addicted to it, and some friends
called me many times to play matches together. However, the game can be
improved on some parts and this is the reason why I'll be among the first ones who
will buy a copy of KO2004, signed by Steve Screech.
AP: What in your opinion makes a 13 year old game so addictive that so many
people are interested in it, even today?
GT: It's pure football! It's the best football game ever, you can never stop
improving your skills. The gameplay is difficult, that's why every single action you
create is so appealing. Moreover, compared to modern football games, it's
immediate (you don't need to wait for the animation if you want to kick the ball!),
nothing is casual (uhm, almost nothing...) and there's not a thing you cannot
control.
AP: You lead the KOA in defense with only 1.78 goals conceded in average.
What's your secret? How do you manage to keep so many good players from
scoring many goals against you?
GT: You have to stay focused throughout the entire game: prevent your
opponent from touching the ball.
AP: Which is more satisfying, scoring a last second winning goal or playing a
last second good defense to win a game?
GT: The latter is more satisfying, maybe because in KO2 being in control of
your defense is more difficult than controlling the attack.
AP: Tell us your impressions on the 2003 world cup. Was it different than the
first one you attended in Dartford?
GT: The last one was the toughest World Cup ever. The competition level was
much higher than the one in Dartford! I guess the level will keep improving, as the
years go by.

In Dartord, Alkis took the game to another level; then Rikki took offense to
another level, so in Groningen everyone was mainly focused on scoring: no matter
how you play, you've got to score. Now some people say I took defense to another
level; let's see what happens next year...
AP: You did not do very well in the first round. Did you still think that you had a
chance of winning the title on Saturday night?
GT: I knew that Sunday would be a different day. The main goal on Saturday
was to go through to the second round; I achieved that goal, so I was confident for
the Sunday session.
AP: Which game do you remember the most and which opponent gave you the
hardest time?
GT: The final is the game I remember the most, but my toughest opponent was
Martin Beard. My goal is to retain possession, but he did not allow me that! He's an
excellent player; however, I studied his style so I managed to play more
aggressively in the rematch and win against him.
AP: In your victory speech, you mentioned that your brother helped you a lot
with his coaching tips. How exactly did Giacomo contribute to your victory?
GT: I thanked him for 13 years of playing against me, because through those
games we gained valuable experience. Giacomo is very good in reading one's
game, he gave me excellent tips like "you're passing the ball too far", or "try to play
with your wings more". I managed to beat Martin Beard when Giacomo "Arrigo
Sacchi" Troiano told me to switch to 4-3-3, to be more covered on the wings.
AP: Every person I spoke to after the world cup said that you deserved the title,
and I of course agree with them. However, you got through the quarter finals, the
semi finals and the finals by a single goal! Do you think that lady luck was on your
side on November 9th?

GT: I prefer to think I won the 1st leg and drew the 2nd! (laughs) My style of
play, based on defense and reading the opponent's style, requires from me to stay
focused. Maybe when I took the lead I started relaxing a bit; but you know, I played
against the toughest opponents, players that are good when it comes to create goal
chances to come back on level terms.
AP: The KOA members have had many discussions on goals since the 1st
world cup. Do you think there is such a thing as a "fair" goal and a "dirty" goal in
Kick Off 2?
GT: My brother Giacomo helped me understand that some of the goals we
consider "dirty" are normal for others; it's just a matter of culture and everyone have
their habits. Some players think that scoring with a lob is a sign of quality, even
when you're leading by some goals of difference: I have to respect their view.
Probably some people don't like my style either; during the last Italian tournament, I
was told that my "banana shots" are no different than "lobs". In a world cup you
have to respect different schools.
AP: Gianluca, there is a question that I know our readers want me to ask. You
have expressed your disagreement on the current KOA rules in the past. It looks
like the next tournament will be held in Milan. Will the Italians ask for the rules to
change? If most players do not agree with playing with wind and random pitch, will
you guys accept it or will you deny hosting the world cup?
GT: I don't know if an agreement could be reached. KO2 is a game and
everyone has a personal view on how it should be played. However, if you consider
normal to let players choose the version (Oracle/1.4e), you have to ask if it would
be fair to let players choose other settings too. Unfortunately, I'm not enjoying KO2
as I used to in the past; the only way I really enjoy playing it is with wind & random
pitch. Having won the last World Cup, I don't know if I would have an advantage in
a tournament with wind... but I'm pretty sure I would enjoy it much more.

Some people will probably not be thrilled by these settings and I can
understand their disappointment. However, it's been three years and the KOA still
carries on with the same old rules, without caring about the players who hate them.
I'm very happy that some Spanish & Germans joined the KOA; I guess the current
rigid rules could play their part in keeping some people away from the KOA, though
that's not what happened in their case, luckily. Anyway, the next World Cup will be
played in Italy; as for the rules, we will see...
AP: Which of the Italian players you have played against would do well in a
KOA world cup, in your opinion?
GT: Gianni Torchio and Luigi Freguglia. Gianni could be a real surprise if he
learns how to play with standard tactics. Luigi is "Il Maestro" (The Master), Italian
Champion 1992 in a tournament with 1200 players involved! He has a real
spectacular style and surely he could go far. I would not exclude Filippo Della
Bianca and Franco Chiandotto: with adequate practice during the year, they could
become dangerous because both are classy players with plenty of experience. I
admire them for their style. Moreover, I'm still waiting for Fabio Artuso: an excellent
defender, he has to improve his attacking skills.
AP: What other computer games do you play?
GT: I don't spend much time playing at the moment. However, every now and
then I play Winning Eleven, Turrican 2, Dino Dini's Soccer or MAME games.
AP: Thank you for the interview Gianluca, enjoy your trophy!
GT: (laughs) I'm enjoying the trophy so much, that's for sure!

Preview by Danne Johansson
The work on the sequel of Kick Off 2002 has already started, and I am happy to
say that we will see several improvements in both gameplay and graphics for Kick
Off 2004. The first beta was out in this summer and since then three new patches
have been developed and sent out to the beta testers. Steve Screech has already
implemented some great new features in those early beta versions, and many good
game updates as well.
Most of the new graphics will be added later, however the first beta included 6
new pitches by the designer Gerie Rikken. He has created more realistic looking
pitches than the ones used in Kick Off 2002. A new snowy winter pitch will be great
news for all of those who appreciate a different football experience. Apart from the
snowy pitch there are new normal, muddy, icy, lush and dry pitches to choose from,
most of them with four different patterns. New hair styles and colors are also
available. Those of you who wanted to create bald players in KO02 and couldn't find
the option will be glad to hear that clean heads are implemented in KO04. The final
Kick Off engine will have new stadiums and the graphical aspects of the game will be
more carefully done than in KO 2002. Nobody knows how it will look exactly, but
according to the rumors the changes will be considerable.

The snowy pitch

The betas had more good news for us than just graphic improvements. One of
them is a new dribbling stat which effects the ball control of the players. This feature
really adds to the fun when it comes to team building. The ball control in Kick Off
2002 relied greatly on speed, and as a result a fast player always had good ball
control, while a slow player always had bad ball control. With the speed stat effecting
the ball control, the creation of players like Dennis Bergkamp, or Ben Johnson (the
Canadian sprinter who during the nineties had thoughts of a football career) was
impossible. The dribbling stat allows a bigger variety of players in the game.
A new stat for shooting power has been added as well, which corrected one of
the problems in the Kick Off 2002 team building, where the Power stat influenced
both the shooting power and the tackling skill. With those things separated in two
different stats, all defenders don't automatically have high shooting skill. Overall, we
can say that the stats system is easier and improved in Kick Off 2004.
Regarding the gameplay, one of the things that was tweaked was the passing
system, something many people didn't like in Kick Off 2002. The accuracy has been
improved, and the pass power now depends on the length of the pass, which makes
it much easier to make slightly longer passes. It is now possible to use consecutive

passes instead of long balls as a play style with a decent result, although they
are still being tweaked.

New hairstyles

Another new improvement the beta testers welcomed in KO04 was the brand
new AI. It is more varied than the KO 2002 AI, which was very repetitive. In this new
AI the computer players behave more human-like, and they score in more ways than
before. The games against the cpu are funnier and more enjoyable than we
remember them from the forerunner. The AI in a football game is probably the
hardest thing to do really well though, and this first AI could still use some tweaking.
It is however promising to see that the AI developing work goes according to plan.
This is something that all of us that are also looking forward to 'Ultimate Player
Manager' can be extra happy for.
Another thing that was difficult in Kick Off 2002 was to perform sliding tackles.
Usually when you pressed the button to slide nothing happened and you got irritated.
Steve has therefore developed a new slide system, which is much more reliable, and
all the nice tackles we remember from Kick Off 2 are now also possible to do in the
'2004 beta. The defense part in Kick Off 2004 is almost as fun as the attacking part
nowadays.
For those of you who enjoy Kick Off because of its fast paced action, Steve's
latest implemented idea will be a great surprise. It is now possible to do quick throw
ins, free kicks and corners and therefore we have even less time to breath. But just
as in real football sometimes it's better to take your time before shooting a free kick
outside the box.

There are really a lot of gameplay improvements in the betas that have been
sent out to the beta testers. Apart from the new implementations I have mentioned,
the Kick Off 2004 beta offers more human keepers, possibility to add aftertouch on
goal kicks, removed auto fire system, 2nd button changes and plenty more. The
interesting with all this is that you can already see a significant progress, even at
such an early stage of development. Keeping in mind that we are in the very
beginning of the beta testing, I can be nothing but optimistic about the final product.
There are still bugs to remove, gameplay to tweak and problems to solve but already
the KO 2004 beta 1.03 is really enjoyable. Bellow is a list of the features that have
been implemented in the KO 2004 betas and also a summary of the gameplay
suggestion list that the beta testers have proposed during the beta testing.
The beta testing work is in progress. If you have any ideas you wanna share,
then post them in the Kick Off 2004 forum. Steve and the beta testers are
continuously looking for fresh ideas. Together we can make this the best game ever.
NEW FEATURES
GAMEPLAY:
New, improved AI.
New, improved, easier passing system.
Possibility to do quick free kicks, corners and throw ins.
Possibility to do a little aftertouch on the goal kicks.
New slide / trap system which make it possible to do timed slides.
Three new stats: Dribbling, Shooting Power, and Agility.
New more realistic left and right aftertouch.
More realistic keepers. They parry the ball more often, and the super saves are
less frequent.
2nd button changes. There is another kick velocity for the second button now.
GRAPHICS
Six new pitches with different patterns.
Updated hairs and gray hair and bald players possible to select.

FUTURE FEATURES
GAMEPLAY:
More work on the AI
More work on the keeper
Ballcontroll overhaul
Improved heading system
Improved ball physics
Upgraded and more realistic tactics
GRAPHICS
New stadium
Total overhaul

By Pedro Quaresma
If you are a regular in the forums, and / or a geek, you probably know what all the
words & phrases below mean! But just in case you want to refresh your memory, you
need the KOA's dictionary.
1.4e

Most up to date Kick Off 2 version.

Aftertouch

1) Best Kick Off 2 fanzine there is!
2) Feature in Kick Off 2 in which the player
can make the ball swerve after the shot

Amiga

1) Commodore gaming machine from the 80s.
2) Computer of choice to play KO2 in the
KOA

Analyser

Artistic
Backstabber, snidey

Beard

KOA Database used to compare statistics of
all players. Also known as STATS
ANALYSER.
2nd "degeneration" of the word runty. See
RUNTY.
Something former World Champion called
another KOAer, now used as a joke between
members. Basically means "someone that
says/does bad things about/to others on their
backs"
1) Facial hair
2) Biggest family of the KOA, composed of
blood brothers James and Martin, and adopted
brothers William, Robert, etc
Alt) Castle Beard: James Beard's former
home. See KITCHEN (2)
Alt) Palace Beard: James Beard's new home.

BLC

1) Barline Chip, a difficult goal introduced to
the KOA by former WC Rikki Fullarton
2) Beard Line Chip - same move, new name,
adopted (for fun) since Rikki left the KOA

Bureaucrat, petty fascist

Beginning of a line used in the Version
wars (see VERSION WARS) by Robert
Swift. It later became the most famous
sentence on the KOA, used for fun. Long
version: "Petty fascist bureaucrat,
ejaculating in delight on the gushing
endorsement of your own legalistic
posting jihad".

Chiliarch

A newcomer who has 1000 ranking
points, which makes him very popular to
play against!

C.O.C.K.

Code Of Conduct Kafiris. Code of
conduct (behavior) for the KOA forums,
written and supported by Vasilis Kafiris

Crack

It was formerly thought that the Oracle
version was the result of a bad crack. See
ORACLE version.

Cross

Pass from a wing to the center of the box

Defense, great

Used whenever it isn't, popular with
Major Muppet Nick Housden

Diver

1) Player who abuses of a KO2 bug in
which it is easy to win a penalty if the
player walks over a tackling player
2) General mocking term told to players
who earn penalties either with DIVER (1)
or by normal means

Dress sense, no

See BACKSTABBER, SNIDEY

Elite

1) Word used by Rikki Fullarton to
describe all really good KO2 players.
2) Word later used, for fun (or
sarcastically), to describe anything really
good

Fair play

1) Good sportsman behavior during a
KO2 game
2) English expression that usually
introduces a honest negative criticism.
Example "Fair play, your music taste is
terrible"

Final Whistle

Kick Off 2 "variant" extremely different
from v1.4e. Includes overhead kicks,
offsides, and a keeper that never leaves
the goal line. Supported by only a few
Kick Off 2 players.

Fluffy

Current degeneration of the word gay. See
GAY

Forehead, navigational skills of
pigeon with a magnet strapped to its

a According to Oracle fans, that's how they
feel when they're playing v1.4e

Formation

Tactic. Usually 4-2-4 and 5-3-2 (most
used ones on the KOA), but also 4-4-2
and 4-3-3

Gay

1) Are you? Please confirm.
2) 1st "degeneration" of the word runty.
See RUNTY
3) Common "insult" (used obviously as a
joke) used between several KOA
members. Founding fathers were James
and William Beard, used more commonly
these days by KOA members Binary and
Thowra

Geek

See BACKSTABBER, SNIDEY.

Goal

Putting the ball inside the net; scoring.

Hawk

1) Big carnivore bird
2) 3rd degeneration of the word runty. See
RUNTY

Joyboard

Abomination of nature, manufactured by
Darren 'Stainy' Gurney. It allows him to
play Kick Off using keys instead of a
lever.

Joystick

Gaming interface that has a stick and fire
buttons, used to play Kick Off 2.

Kick Off

1) Beginning of a game. 2) The computer
game that started it all. Made by Dino
Dini and Steve Screech.

Kick Off 2

Best soccer game ever, an improvement
over Kick Off, namely because of the
aftertouch feature (see AFTERTOUCH)

Kitchen

1) Cooking area of a house
2) Most famous KO2 event in the UK,
held at Castle Beard (see CASTLE
BEARD)

KOA

Kick Off Association, founded by
Gunther Wening, Jan Tijssen and ... and
that has the permanent sponsorship of
Steve Screech

Level, taking to another

1) Word used by Rikki Fullarton to
describe an improving skill. Example: "I
have taken goal scoring to another level"
2) Word later used, for fun (or
sarcastically), to describe anything that
has improved

Lob

Long shot, usually from the midfield,
hoping for the ball to go in just above the
keeper

Muppet

1) Old cartoon character
2) See gay (1)
3) See gay (3). This new "insult" was
introduced in the 2003 WC
Alt) Major Muppet: Nick Housden, the
youngest KOA member.

Need, no

General reproving remark, used for the
first time in the 2001 WC Game of
Shame. Also: SHAME

Oracle

Another Kick Off 2 version, showing a
feature called PB dribble (see PB
DRIBBLE). Its exact origin is still
unknown, although it is believed it might
be an earlier version than v1.4e

PB dribble

Feature of the Oracle Kick Off 2 version
(see ORACLE)

Personality, no

See BACKSTABBER, SNIDEY

Pitch, random

Pitch option, which randomly chooses one
pitch type for the game. It's the default
choice some countries choose for KO2
tournaments

Player Manager

Another computer game by Dino Dini that
interacts with Kick Off 2, allowing to
create tactics, amongst other features

Playoffs

Quarter Finals, Semi Finals and Finals. In
the World Cup, getting to the Playoffs is
an honor to every player.

Rankings

1) The most important thing to Alkis
about KO2
2) An ordered list of players, who gain
points (or lose them) according to their
results.

Referee

The guy dressed (or sprite drawn) in black
who calls up the decisions on Kick Off 2

Replay

Seeing a part of the game again.

Robot

1) Every Kick Off 2 player, with the
exception of 2003 WC Gianluca Troiano
2) Someone that does a specific move, for
example a routine (see ROUTINE),
almost instinctively

Routine

Instinctive sequence of moves used to
score a specific goal. Mostly addressed for
kick off lobs.

Rules

General guiding lines that cause debates

Runty

1) Word used by Rikki Fullarton to
describe all really bad KO2 players.
2) Word later used, for fun (or
sarcastically), to describe anything really
bad

Shame

General reproving remark, used for the
first time in the 2001 WC Game of
Shame. Also: NEED, NO
Alt) Shirt of Shame: Special shirt given to
the theoretically worst player of each
world cup
Alt) Game of Shame: Game for the
attribution of the Shirt of Shame, between
the two theoretically worst KO2 players

Stop & go

KO2 technique in which a player running
with the ball stops with it (see TRAP),
then changes direction and continues
running with it

ST, Atari

Another gaming machine from the 80s,
popular amongst many KOA members.
see AMIGA

Substitution

Replacement of a player for another,
during a Kick Off 2 match. Only two are
allowed per team, per game

Tournament

Big gathering of players in order to play a
league, cup (or a mix of both) of Kick Off
2

Trap

Holding the ball on KO2 with a player, by
pressing just the fire button

Trophy

Reward for winning a tournament or
having achieved something special in a
tournament

Turnip, decerebrate

Current degeneration of the word Runty.
See RUNTY

Version wars

Huge discussion that nearly broke the
KOA apart, between supporters of v1.4e
and Oracle. Later ended by common
agreement.

WC

1) World Cup
2) World Champion
3) Level a certain player has during a
World Cup. ex: World Cup Spyros
4) Toilet; Bathroom
3)+4) Used in the case of James Beard:
World Cup Beard == WC Beard == Toilet
Beard

Weetabix

1) Hacker that worked for the Oracle
group and who released the KO2 version
later known as Oracle. See ORACLE
2) (Former?) public enemy number one of
v1.4e fans
3) Public enemy number one of Dino Dini

Wind

An option for Kick Off 2 games, that the
KOA doesn't use in international
tournaments.
(Wind is like a strong currency:
something the Italians want but no one
else will let them have it!)

World Cup

The most important KO2 tournament,
held every year on the first weekend of
November

By Alkis Polyrakis
Robert Swift came up of the KOA's Rankings system a few months after the 1st
world cup, in order for the players to be included in some sort of classification table.
Only a handful of people know how this point system works. In this article, I will try to
explain in detail the logic and the rules that apply to it.
The basic principles are:
The more games someone plays, the more we know about him.
Extra points should not be 'created' just because people play more games.
Every game involves gain by one player, loss by another
Ranking difference should multiply/divide the effect of the result
It should require continual effort to maintain your good / bad points, otherwise
you drift back to 1000
Every month, the differential with 1000 should be reduced by 1%
Total points will therefore always be Players/1000 - no new points are 'created'
Every tournament posted in the forum is considered when calculating the
Rankings, provided that there are at least four players in it and that 2x5 minutes
matches are played.
Every player enters the KOA with 1000 points.
Earning / losing points
Team A victory = 18 points
Team B victory = 23 points
Draw = 2 points for the Team B player
Team A goal = 3 points
Team B goal = 4 points
Total points are multiplied by the quotient (Loser's Ranking points / Winner's
Ranking points). What this means is that the better the player you beat, the bigger
the quotient, and therefore the more points you get. In case of a draw, the Team A

player is considered to be the 'loser'.
The number of participants is also a factor. The total points a player gets by his
results is multiplied by the tournament coefficient, which is (number of player /
32). Therefore, the bigger a tournament is, the more points a player gains / loses.
Finally, the Rankings give bonus points to the winner(s) of the tournament.
Again, this depends on the number of players. In the beginning of the tournament,
every player 'gives' a few points, which are given to the winner(s) as a bonus:

4-8 players tournament:

1st place gets 100% of bonus points

9-16 players tournament:

1st place gets 2/3 of bonus points
2nd place gets 1/3 of bonus points

17-24 players tournament:

1st place gets 4/7 of bonus points
2nd place gets 2/7 of bonus points
3rd place gets 1/7 of bonus points

25 or more players tournament:

1st place gets 8/15 of bonus points
2nd place gets 4/15 of bonus points
3rd place gets 2/15 of bonus points
4th place gets 1/15 of bonus points

Let's take the example of the London XII tournament, which was held on
November 4th 2003. 4 players competed in that tournament. In the beginning of the
month, they had the following Ranking points:
Robert S: 1496 points
Simon B: 1221 points
James L: 1154 points
Steve S: 1045 points
The tournament coefficient is 4/32 = 13%
We're going to calculate some of the results are examples.
Result 1: Steve S – James L 2 – 4
In this game, James gained:
(23 points for his Team B victory) + (4 x 4 = 16 points for his away goals scored)
– (2 x 3 = 6 points for his away goals conceded) = 33 points. Those are multiplied by
the opponents' ranking points quotient: 33 x (1045 / 1154) = 29.88 points.
In addition, Steve S lost 29.88 points.

Let's take another result:
Result 2: Simon B – James L 3 – 5
In this game, James gained:
(23 points for his Team B victory) + (4 x 5 = 20 points for his away goals scored)
– (3 x 3 = 9 points for his away goals conceded) = 34 points. Those are multiplied by
the opponents' ranking points quotient: 34 x (1221 / 1154) = 35.97 points.
In addition, Simon B lost 35.97 points.
Note that James got more points than his last result because this time he
defeated an opponent who had more ranking points than him.
If we finish all the calculations, we find that the players got (rounded):
James L: 220 points
Robert S: -4 points
Steve S: -50 points
Simon B: -166 points
However, it was just a 4 player tournament, so we have to multiply those
numbers by the tournament coefficient we found above (13%). So the result points
were (rounded):
James L: 28 points
Robert S: -1 point
Steve S: -6 points
Simon B: -21 points
There's only one more thing to do, and that's to give James his bonus points for
winning the tournament. That's -1.3 points from each player.
Final results:
James L: 31 points
Robert S: -2 points
Steve S: -8 points
Simon B: -22 points
Although the results here are posted as integer numbers for easier reading,
when we calculate the Rankings we never round them; they're extremely accurate.
What this example tells us is that James performed better than what his place in
the rankings indicated in that tournament, and therefore he gained points, while
Simon on the other hand performed worse and lost some.

December 2003
#

Player

Country

Points

1

Martin J

England

2420

2

Rikki F

England

2250

3

Alkis P

Greece

2166

4

Klaus Lo

Norway

2024

5

Gianluca T

Italy

1949

6

Panayotis P

Greece

1824

7

Nikos A

Greece

1764

8

Martin B

England

1687

9

Spyros P

Greece

1613

10 Mark P

Netherlands

1584

11 Steve C

England

1570

12 Robert S

England

1558

13 Bill V

Greece

1526

14 Trevor D

England

1463

15 George K

Greece

1349

16 Simon B

England

1197

17 James L

England

1184

18 James B

England

1168

19 Nazim C

England

1167

20 Kees V

Netherlands

1144

By Alex Brante
Friday, 7th of November 2003
Stansted Airport, London was the meeting point on Friday morning for the
majority of players traveling to this year's Kick Off 2 World Cup. Ryanair flight FR
8284 is the only flight to Groningen and thus many chose to book the cheap ticket.
Most of the favorites for the title were on board. All four Greeks were to be reckoned
with, having being able to practice against each other regularly. For them the trip had
started a day earlier, Robert was kind enough to put them all up for a night and they
even managed a practice session in which he was able to beat all four of them once,
which put a smile on his face all Friday. But the British hopes lay mostly on the
current UK champion Martin Jeffrey, in May he had even been able to beat the nigh
unstoppable Rikki Fullarton to gain that title. Those hopes, as would turn out on
Sunday, were certainly not unjustified, but the title went to somebody who was not
present on the plane.

Robert Swift inside the airplane

There was no time for the fry up James Beard had requested, but we downed a
first pint at 9 o'clock to prepare for the short hop over to Holland. Upon arrival, we
were greeted by our host, the Poelstra brothers, who organized us taxis to take us to
the Martini Hotel, our home for three nights. The Beard Brothers set up an Amiga
promptly in their room for a first practice game on Dutch ground, but Riemer had
prepared four computers for us at his home, so after a quick lunch he invited us for a
thorough KO2 session.

Practice at Riemer's house

After a dinner out and the last participants turning up, we returned to the hotel to
proceed with the draw. Alkis had taken a lot of time to decide on the seedings
beforehand and in the end it turned out to be a very accurate assessment. 14 of the
16 players seeded in the first four groups did pull through to the 2nd round, the
Sunday would however have some surprises in store for us. The rest of the evening
we spent in the hotel hall getting (re-)acquainted with participants from all around
Europe.
Saturday, 8th of November 2003
If the breakfast on Saturday morning were to be judged as the opening
ceremony, it was a pretty solemn affair. Due to the early start of the tournament at
10:30 some participants looked worn out even before the tournament began. A few
cups of coffee sorted this out and when the largest group arrived at the tournament
room at the proposed time, there was already a lot of activity. The Dutch hosts had

already been up for a while to set up the equipment and a few players made use
of the opportunity and were already warming up in practice sessions.

The first round offered few surprises. Group A was dominated by the two Greeks,
they beat all their opponents and the first place was only decided on the matches
between the two, both winning their home matches and Alkis taking the first place by
the margin of one goal against Nikos. A fierce battle ensued for the other two places,
our host Riemer had to leave early for a football match and after returning had to
play a dozen games in a row. It did him no harm and he eventually came third. The
German champion Christian was the unlucky guy to finish fifth, equal on points with
Giacomo but having lost both matches to the Italian. After having only played easy
opponents in Germany it took him a while to get accustomed to the high level of the

WC, but it was too late to make it to the second round. Niels, who had won the
Shirt of Shame two years back in Dartford, hoped to avoid the Game of Shame with
his single point from a scoreless draw against Knut, but it wasn't to be the case.

Group B was dominated by Klaus Loite, the great Norwegian attacking player,
who absolutely hammered his opponents, scoring an impressive 131 goals in his 14
games. 2nd place went to Mark "Mr. Dig" Poelstra, who had warmed up during the
day and managed to defeat Robert 5-2 in the decisive match. Klaus' brother Glenn
snatched the last ticket for the second round and Nick Housden managed his first
official win, a 1-0 versus Gunther in what must have been the worst game ever seen
in the KOA. After a lob for the only goal Muppet Nick ran the ball back to his keeper
for the rest of the game, giving away a few corners and even rebounds from the

goalie in the course, but Gunther was unable to capitalize on the poor effort.
Nick, absolute favorite for the SoS, thus managed to avoid the gruesome trial of the
Game of Shame.

As expected, the only seven men strong Group C turned out to be the fiercest
battle. Panayotis as expected came out top, with one home defeat to Gianluca. The
2nd spot was taken by Martin Beard, who proved that 4-3-3 can be a very successful
tactic despite the deficits at the back, he also only lost once. Gianluca, who would
have a brilliant Sunday, only ended third in this group. Rodolfo, the Spanish
champion, seemed to be out of the race for the fourth place after a surprising loss to
Luitzen but after beating James away and drawing him at home in a dramatic match,
he seemed to be set for another 2nd round appearance. But WC Beard was able to
beat Gianluca away 3-1 and snatched the spot from him. Newcomer Alex, in his first
KOA appearance, was overwhelmed by the high standard and could not play at his
best, after a shaky 2-0 versus Luitzen got him his only victory and thus not a place in
the shameful game he improved slightly, losing to Panayotis only 1-2 in the closing

seconds.

Top-seed Martin J proved worthy and only lost one game against Spyros. The
Greek was unlucky halfway through the day when his trusty joystick broke and he
lost some self-confidence. The great 6-6 in his last match against Steve Camber,
who himself was already battling with a flu, was not enough for the second place in
the group, which CaYmber took despite his illness. To his own surprise, Mark
"Durban" Williams was the last player to pull through to the next round, having lost to
Jorg away but beating him clearly at home. A disappointment was Kees, seeded 4th
but ending up only 6th in his group. The funny newcomer Wolfram "Wolf" Heyer was
the only player to finish without a single point and thus would have to play another
game that evening.

Saturday traditionally ended with the Game of Shame, rightfully a despicable
affair. Wolf and Niels had to leave the room and upon entering it again were greeted
by a tunnel of people chanting "Shaaaame!". Of course they had to play on a muddy
pitch and were carefully watched by the others. Despite of the tension the two
combatants put on a great display with lots of chances in front of either goal, Niels
winning the game 2-1, throwing his arms in the air at the final whistle, immensely
happy to avoid the humiliation of having to wear the Shirt of Shame again. Wolf thus
needed to dress up and took it with great humor.

Niels triumphs in the Game of Shame

Celebrations were in order after such a long day of playing and after everybody
got some food and (I hope) a shower we made our way to the Three Sisters, the
huge pub on the Market Square, which marks the town center. While Robert was
indulging anybody who'd listen in his vast knowledge of Kick Off 2, most of us
marveled at the stunning beauty of the Dutch girls, who entered and exited the pub
before our eyes in amazing numbers. Beer was flowing freely and memorable
conversation topics were forgotten again soon. Alkis needed looking out for,
otherwise he would have left with any Dutch girl in his grasp and would probably not
have been seen again on Sunday. Highlight for the more lewd members of the KOA
was the display put on by Gunther's girlfriend later on in the evening.

Having a great time at the bar

Sunday, 9th of November
If people seemed tired on Saturday morning, words fail to describe some KOAers
who dropped out of bed at the same time on Sunday. Alkis showed up with
sunglasses and demanded five cups of coffee, an equal number of cigarettes and
silence from those around him. Not that most of us others felt much different. Except
for poor Steve of course, who was unable to join into the fun, the flu now in total
control of him, we felt terrible for him, probably not as bad as he felt himself though,
the pitiful chap.

Christian collects the Playouts trophy

The early gaming start did some more good than others. Alex for example was
disgusted having to start the play-offs of those who had not made it to the second
round and were competing for the little Greek statue against Christian, who evidently
had had more sleep and less alcohol than him and lost 5-0. In the small groups four
people qualified for the semi-finals with ease, as the draw would have it the two
favorites for the title "best of the rest" would already meet up then. Christian was
wide awake and beat the Spanish Bull Rodolfo 6-4 in the first leg, Rodolfo fought
back with a 5-3 in the second leg, which went into extra time. The Rod dominated the
extra minutes, but it was Christian who scored the winner. Evert, who had to play
more games than the others to qualify, would be the finalist to play the German
Champ, after losing at home to Knut 1-2 but then winning away 5-0. The play-off final
turned out to be a one-side affair, Christian beating Evert not only 6-2 at home but
also 8-0 away. Though unhappy about not having been able to show off his best
game on the previous day and missing round two, he at least took one trophy and
promised to return with force next year.

Meanwhile, the fierce battles for the places in the quarter finals were well
underway in the four groups of the 2nd round. Gianluca put on an impressive
performance, taking the first place in Group E in front of Alkis. He lost to the Greek at
home but beat him away 7-4. Steve underperformed due to his sad state and Glenn
was without chance against the strong opposition. Group F ended with a surprise:
Klaus expectedly took the top spot, but Martin beat Spyros clearly to the Qfs, winning
both matches against Mr. Blue Eyes, who was still troubled about the loss of his
stick. MJB on the other hand put up another strong performance with that lethal
system of his, proving wrong Rob who explained that after analyzing the four
standard tactics in the Player Manager reckoned that only 4-2-4 and 5-3-2 are any
good. Giacomo put up a stiff fight, losing his matches only by narrow margins and
even beating Spyros, afterwards he focused on coaching his brother, a fruitful
combination.

Group G was a clear affair without a single draw. Unlike Spyros, Panayotis
performed up to his high standards, only dropping three points and claiming the
group victory. Mr. Dig clearly won the battle of brothers against Riemer to advance to
the QFs, with Durban even coming in third place with a memorable 7-2 victory
against Mr. Dig in his last match. Group H had Nikos battling it out with three Brits
including the UK ChaYmpion JeffErey. The latter showed no signs of weakness and
was the only player in the second round to win all his matches. Nikos' road to the QF
was well paved after a close 3-2 win away versus Robert. The (West!) Londoner had
high hopes to make it to the QF on his third attempt but was not on form, felt already
worn out after his battle with Mr. Dig the day before, with the loss in his last match on
Saturday he missed the opportunity of playing in an easier group. In the end, he only
managed one win against James, the latter having two tough fights against Nikos but
only claiming one point from the strong Greek.

James Beard was out of the quarter finals for the first time in three WCs

All games from the Quarter Finals onwards were memorable affairs, albeit painful
for some. Martin J had no mercy with Mr Dig, beating him impressively in both games
and thus reinforcing his position as one of the favorites. In the all-Greek match
between Nikos and Panayotis, the latter found no recipe against the former in the
first leg, which Nikos won 4-2. Panayotis looked far stronger in the second game, but
Nikos stayed focused and showed some true emotions after scoring the decisive 5-5.
A battle of giants put up two of the top seeds against each other, the goal scoring

machine Klaus vs the merciless Alkis, himself not only a great defender, but also
a clinical attacker. The first leg already proved decisive, Klaus was unable to score
more than once and lost the game 5-1. Alkis gave the quiet Norwegian no chance to
bounce back in the second match, which ended 5-5.

The Quarter - Finalists

The comeback of the tournament was the second leg of the MJB vs Foxsoft
matchup. Martin B looked like he had really perfected the unusual 4-3-3 formation
and won the first game 6-3. But Gianluca had not given up yet and decided to beat

his opponent with his own formation, although he had never used it before. With
great skill and a dose of luck he won that second leg 5-1 and pulled through.

The projector was set for the semi finals & finals

The Italian now had to face Nikos, back with his 5-3-2 it was a battle of great
defenders, looking for the few weaknesses the opponent might display. Foxsoft won
his home match 3-2 and in dramatic game drew 3-3 away for a place in the final.
With 15 seconds to go a bug stopped the game, those precious seconds were
played out separately afterwards and they seemed to last for ages, allowing Nikos
three shots on goal, but none of them got past the keeper. In the other Semi Final,
two times finalist Alkis again had to face a top seed, deadly Martin Jeffrey. The first
leg again proved to be determinative, only this time the Greek was on the losing end
with a disastrous 1-6 as team A. He did win 2-1 in leg 2, his tactic consisting of more
fouls than ever before to stop Martin from even getting his lethal crosses executed.
In the "small final" for third place Alkis had to face Nikos again, the battle ended
like in Round one with a victory for each of the two great players, but while Nikos
managed to only win 3-2 in the first leg, Alkis put on a worthy display of his skills in
the rematch, which ended 6-2 and Alkis snatching the 3rd place medal. Despite his
sadness due to the terrible match against Martin he was happy about the medal and
Nikos had improved greatly upon Athens, where he had not even managed to make
it past the first round.

The 3rd place final

The stage was now set for the final, Martin surely being the favorite for this
matchup, having beaten everyone decisively so far, only losing once to Spyros on
Saturday and 1-2 against Alkis with a comfortable lead from the first match. Gianluca
had only ended up third in his Group in Round One, his goal difference was 60 odd
goals worse than the UK Champ's through the two days. None of that counted,
however, as the game started and the audience held their breath in this tight fight.

The final

Gianluca did not resort to fouls as Alkis had previously to stop Martin's crosses,
instead he defended amazingly inside and around his box. Martin was maybe worn
out after his semi-final versus Alkis, where in the first leg he put on the performance
of a lifetime. In the second half of the first final, Gianluca as team B only hit the post,
he would have been 4-1 up otherwise, but instead Martin at least got back to 2-3.
The second match was an absolute classic, Martin managed more shots at goal and

grew stronger, but Gianluca was always present, hit the post again twice and
only conceded two goals from Martin's deadly Kick Off lobs. At 3-3 with only seconds
to go, Martin had the chance to reach extra time, but his shot at the empty goal only
hit the post.

The medals

It was an amazing performance by all participants, with Gianluca as a slightly
surprising, but absolutely worthy champion due to his understanding of the game and
equally beautiful attacks and defensive manoeuvres. But Martin needs not fret, he is
just as brilliant and only lost by the narrowest of margins. Klaus collected the top
scorer's trophy and will like Alkis (who got the best defender's one) also be a strong
contender in next year's WC. However, there are more than a dozen brilliant players
and some that underperformed and certainly still have room for improvement could
just as well play a major role.
The four Germans who had arrived by car had already made their way back
home by that time and the Norwegians needed to take their leave, too, having a long
drive ahead of them. The rest of us had time to relax and celebrate some more. The
action outside the tournament room left as great an impression as the performance
inside had. Starting with Nick's brother John, surely winner of the Muppet of the
Month award, who chickened out at Stansted after already checking in for the flight
cause of his fear of flying. Little big Nick by himself was already a handful, though,
messing with the big boys and paying the price, but taking the abuse admirably. The
Beard Brothers are cruel cousins for sure, but the amount of amusement coming
from them is priceless. So is the information Robert has to offer on and around our
favorite game, he indulged me into the secrets of KO2 and I believe I put some of it
to practice already.

The other Brits were also a great bunch to hang around with, Ely and Mark both
have a comedian vein which is absolutely refreshing and Martin Jeffrey is just the
kindest chap around. An absolute shame was the state CaYmber was in throughout
this weekend, I know he had no chance to enjoy himself but I'll be glad to meet him
again. The Greek posse is just as enjoyable and proved themselves to be solid
drinkers like the English lads. You can just tell that Alkis rejoices when he has the
chance to show his skills in KO2 as well as being together with the rest of us, Spyros
is simply a great chap and I worthily call him my brother. Nikos and Panayotis are far
more quiet in comparison, but they can be humored just as much. The only Spaniard
in Groningen, my roommate Rodolfo claims to be the silent type, but when he starts
warming up and talking, he will do it with all the body language possible.

How many of them will be in next year's WC, I wonder?

Sadly, the German, Norwegians and Dutch I had less chance to talk to and they
by and large arrived later and left earlier. Surely nobody will forget Wolf saying that
Kick Off is just a game and the aim is fun more than competition. Pascal, though an
Eindhoven fan, was great fun and felt just as welcomed as a newbie as I did. A

special thanks goes to our hosts, the Poelstra Brothers. They spoiled us with a
perfect weekend and though they both had work and other things to do, they gladly
accepted all the beers we bought for them.

Riemer and Mark Poelstra

Monday, 10th of November 2003
Time to part had come for some, but the largest group including the new World
Champion made the trip back to London with Ryanair. We were tired but happy,
except for Alkis maybe, who nearly got a chance to stick around with his Greek
identity card which nobody at the airport could decipher. Even at Groningen's
impressive international airport the games were already being analyzed on Steve's
camera.
Back in London we said our good-byes, knackered but happy after a great
weekend of gaming and fun. I sincerely hope to see everybody again in a year!

#

Player

G W D L

F

A GS/G GC/G GD

1 Gianluca T

24 15

5

4 107

62

4,46

2,58

45

2 Martin J

26 22

1

3 161

57

6,19

2,19 104

3 Alkis P

26 20

2

4 165

54

6,35

2,08 111

4 Nikos A

26 18

3

5 123

70

4,73

2,69

5 Klaus Lo

22 18

2

2 164

51

7,45

2,32 113

6 Panayotis P 20 15

2

3 104

48

5,20

2,40

56

7 Martin B

20 12

5

3

93

54

4,65

2,70

39

8 Mark P

22 15

0

7 107

71

4,86

3,23

36

9 Spyros P

20 12

2

6 115

64

5,75

3,20

51

10 Steve C

20 11

4

5

85

61

4,25

3,05

24

11 Robert S

20 12

0

8 105

53

5,25

2,65

52

12 Riemer P

20

9

1 10

51

71

2,55

3,55 -20

13 Mark W

20

8

1 11

63

76

3,15

3,80 -13

14 Giacomo T 20

8

0 12

42

67

2,10

3,35 -25

15 James B

18

6

3

9

42

51

2,33

2,83

16 Glenn L

20

7

1 12

58

76

2,90

3,80 -18

17 Christian D 14

7

0

7

47

41

3,36

2,93

18 Evert VdB

14

6

1

7

42

63

3,00

4,50 -21

19 Jorg P

14

6

1

7

39

68

2,79

4,86 -29

20 Kees VdB

14

5

2

7

46

45

3,29

3,21

1

21 Rodolfo M

12

4

2

6

40

49

3,33

4,08

-9

22 Knut L

14

4

2

8

28

57

2,00

4,07 -29

23 Matthias D

14

4

1

9

43

74

3,07

5,29 -31

24 Luitzen B

12

2

0 10

16

62

1,33

5,17 -46

25 Pascal V

14

2

0 12

17

63

1,21

4,50 -46

26 Mark E

14

2

0 12

21

75

1,50

5,36 -54

27 Alex B

12

1

0 11

8

47

0,67

3,92 -39

28 Gunther W

14

1

0 13

15

97

1,07

6,93 -82

29 Nick H

14

1

0 13

6

94

0,43

6,71 -88

30 Niels T

14

0

1 13

10

60

0,71

4,29 -50

31 Wolf H

14

0

0 14

12

91

0,86

6,50 -79

53

-9
6

World cup aside, three KOA tournaments have taken place since the last issue
of the Aftertouch:
Athens XXIII
Date: 1/11/2003
Players: 5
Winner: Panayotis P
Best offense: Panayotis P
Best defense: Panayotis P
London XII
Date: 4/11/2003
Players: 4
Winner: James L
Best offense: James L
Best defense: James L
Newent II
Date: 26/11/2003
Players: 6
Winner: Martin B
Best offense: Martin B
Best defense: Martin B

Many years ago, I came across a brilliant coin'op game. You had to control a
chopper and save some captives. At the same time you had to destroy enemy
planes, cannons etc. Unfortunately, I never got to remember its name. When I
bought my first home computers (Amstrad CPC and ZX Spectrum) I asked whether
this game was available for them. People didn't know what I was talking about until I
visited a friend with a C64. This glorious game was Choplifter.
When I bought my Atari ST, I kept asking people if Choplifter was available for
that format. A guy said, "No, but OIDS is better"! "Better?" I thought... Well, I decided
to give it a try. I put the disk in the floppy drive and started the game. First thing I
noticed was that the music was absent from the game and the whole thing was
looking very 8-bit. After I redefined the keys, I started my first ever OIDS adventure.
Well, it lasted 20 seconds! That's how long it took me to lose all lives. This game was
as difficult as Choplifter and was also as addictive.
OIDS takes place in space. You control a spaceship similar to the one in
Asteroids, but this time the graphics are bitmap. The aim is exactly the same as in
Choplifter that is to free all captives from the alien installations. First major difference
with Choplifter is that you do not have to fight only the enemy sprites, but gravity as
well. You have to use the thrust in your spaceship to avoid being crashed on the
rocks. If you think that this is difficult already, I have to warn you that there are some
enemy sprites that alter gravity and keep pulling you towards the ground!

Another nice aspect in the game is the ability to use a shield. Using the shield is
crucial if you want to progress in the game. The energy of the shield is limited and
you have to use it wisely. You can always recharge it, but you should be very careful
not to run out of energy in crucial points when you are under heavy attacks. Once
you collect some captives, you have to return to a bigger spaceship that picks them
up. As in Choplifter, there is not enough space for all captives in your ship, so you
have to go back and pick some more and so on... You should be very patient when
you play OIDS since it may take a while to finish a level.

A nice bit in OIDS is the ability to design your own levels. This adds to the
lastability of this little gem. This game offers absolutely nothing when it comes to
audio and graphics. They are both Spartan. It is the gameplay that makes this game
extremely addictive and a true classic. OIDS was released by FTL, the company that
gave us Dungeon Master and was only available for the Mac and the Atari ST. You
can play it using STeem, the famous Atari ST emulator.

Graphics

40%

Sound

10%

Playability

91%

Durability

92%

OVERALL:

90%

